DID YOU KNOW THIS?
Agmax Vat Cleaner….
is a chlorinated alkali gel
Innovative product – the first real advance for years
in vat hygiene.
EFFECTIVELY REMOVES PROTEIN
Vat Cleaner easily removes those difficult protein deposits from milk vats faster, safer and more
effectively than ever before. No more scrubbing or splattering yourself with hot caustic.

APPLICATION
Do not dilute this product.
Pour vat cleaner liquid into the tray, and apply with the roller to all vat surfaces.
Leave Vat Cleaner gel on for 10 minutes.
Rinse off with plenty of cold water from the vat wash or a hose.

SAFETY
See the product label for full safety and handling instructions.
Wear protective clothing, gloves and eye protection.
Closed vats - a full respirator must be worn when using this product in closed vats.
Vat Cleaner contains 5.25% Chlorine.

Available in:
5 ltr

20 ltr

TIP 1
Vats: Pour up to 500 mls of vat cleaner into the vat alkali wash. Vat washes are not affected by the
amount of foam. This prevents you having to get into the vat to do a manual clean as the foam
clings to the vat, creating heaps of contact time and does the cleaning for you. OSH will love you
for it and you will love Agmax because you don’t have to get in your vat.
TIP2
Anyone who has a plant that has poor/weak mechanical action. That is no slug, lack of contact
time, no boss wash, simply add 100 ml of vat cleaner to your alkali wash and watch the resulting
foam make contact with your line and the receving can. (Too much foam will flood the sanitary
trap)

EXCLUSIVE TO AGMAX
Vat Cleaner is a unique product – available only from Agmax.
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